Good luck with your exams!

One thing we know for sure: due to the corona virus measures, the coming exam period(s) will be different than in previous years. We want to inform you about what your exam week will look like and how to prepare best for your exams.

**THIS EXAM PERIOD: 3 METHODS OF EXAMINATION**

1. Alternative exam methods, e.g. assignments, orals, take-home exams
2. On-campus exams, either paper-based or notebook with or without STEP
3. Online at-home exams, either proctored or non-proctored

Due to the corona virus measures, the hybrid exams only take place online. If you initially opted for the on-campus variant of a hybrid exam, you are now automatically registered for the online variant of the exam.

Your lecturer will inform you through Canvas about the type of exam and the preparation that is needed. For more information about the different types of exams, check the education guide.

For all on-campus exams, an alternative exam format is prepared in case of a new lockdown. If you are unable to come to campus for health reasons, please read the information in the education guide. The lecturer will look into the possibility of an alternative form of examination. For hybrid exams, you can always switch to the online at-home variant of the exam, which is available at the same time.

**GENERAL GUIDELINES**

1. A safe campus starts with you, so take a look at our guidelines on campus.

2. Make sure to be on time for your exam. Do you have an exam on campus? Please note that due to the corona measures, it may take a little longer before you are in the exam room. You can find the location of your on-campus exam in MyTimetable.

3. Make sure you have your campus card with you for identification. During a paper-based exam, identification with your identity card or passport is also possible.

4. Do you need your laptop for an exam? Check whether your laptop works for online proctoring and a STEP exam. If you need help, contact IMS Services/Student in MetaForum on time!

5. During your exam, switch off and put away any media-carrying devices (such as mobile phones and smart watches) that are not allowed.

6. And, of course, make sure you are not involved in any irregularity, suspicion of fraud or cheating.

If you have any questions, check if your question is in the FAQ and otherwise contact us via info@tue.nl. We are happy to help you!